108        A STUDENT'S HISTORY OF EDUCATION
Universities began to spring up toward the close of the Middle
Ages. Through local conditions, a course in medicine arose at Salerno;
in civil and canon law at Bologna; and in theology at Paris. Bologna
became the pattern for numerous universities in the South, and Paris
for many in the North. Popes and sovereigns granted privileges by
charter to the various universities. The term "university" originally
signified a "corporation" of students and teachers, and the students
were usually grouped according to "nations." The teaching body
was divided into four or five "faculties." The course in arts included
the seven liberal arts and portions of Aristotle; in civil and canon
law, the Corpus Juris Civilis of Justinian and the Decree of Gratian
respectively; in medicine, the treatises of Greek and other medical
writers; and in theology, mostly the Sententiae of Peter the Lombard.
The texts were read and explained by the lecturers, and a practical
training in debate was furnished.
Feudalism developed a code of manners known as "chivalry."
Out of this there arose a training for knighthood in religion, honor,
and gallantry. Before becoming a knight, the boy was early trained
at home, then at some castle, first as "page," and later as "squire."
This chivalric education produced many contradictory results, but it
tended to counteract "other-worldliness."
In the later Middle Ages an influential "burgher class" arose, and
there sprang up merchant and craft gilds, which afforded an industrial
training through apprenticeship, and a more formal education through
"gild schools." As the gilds merged with the town, these institutions
became "burgher schools," and afforded a practical education in read-
ing, writing, and reckoning. Various "chantry" and other schools
were also absorbed by the burgher schools.
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